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We show that the singular behavior of Rindler solutions near horizon testifies to the currents 
of particles from а region arbitrarily close to the horizon. Besides. the Rindler solutions in right 
Rindler sector of Minkowski space can ье represented as а superposition of only positive- or 
Only negative-frequency plane waves; these states require infmite energy for their creation and 
possess infmite charge in а fmite space interva1. containing the horizon. The positive- or negative
frequency representations of Rindler solutions analytically continued to the whole Minkowski 
space make ир а complete set of states in this space. wblch have, however. the aforementioned 
singularities. These positive (negative)-frequency states are characterized Ьу positive (negative) 
total charge. the charge of the зате sign in right (Ieft) Rindler sector and Ьу quantum number 
к.. But in other Lorentz invariant sectors they do not possess positive (negative)-defmite charge 
density and have negative (positive) charge in left (right) Rindler sector. Therefore these states 
describe both the particle (antiparticle) and pairs. the mean number of wblch is given Ьу Planck 
function of к.. These peculiarities make the Rindler set of solutions nonequiva1ent to the plane 
wave set and the inference оп the existence of thermal currents for а Rindler observer moving in 
empty Minkowski зрасе is unfounded. 

@1998 

Ав is knоwn, it is impossible to create а constant uniform gravitational field with 
acceleration а in а space length of the order of а -1, or the coordinate system in Minkowski 
space, imitating such а field [IJ. So, in the Rindler coordinate system due to hardness 
requirement the acceleration is inversely proportional to the space coordinate, a(z) = z-I, 
and becomes infinite at а distance а- I from the plane with acceleration а (event horizon). 
It is clear that such а system is unrealizable Ьу moving bodies ир to horizon. At the same 
time there are statements in literature that the wave equation solutions with the Rindler system 
symmetry testify to appearance of currents of particles with thermal spectrum for an observer at 
rest in the Rindler system, i.e., uniformly accelerated in Lorentz system where по particles are 
present [2, 3J. Moreover, it is stated that this phenomenon imitates black hole evaporation [2-4J. 
ОП the other hand, according to the interesting paper Ьу Belinski [5J, the a1ready formed black 
hole should not create particles. The same is expected ifthe analogywith QED is warranted [6J: 
both virtual or real pair components are attracted Ьу black hole and по particles should appear 
far away. 

Rindler solution (the solution of Кlein-Gordon equation in Rindler wedge), decreasing for 
( -+ 00, is given Ьу the Bessel function of the second kind (McDonald function), 

Ki,.«()exp(-iкV + ip.LxJJ, 

V = at' = arth ! ( = т.L z' = т.L ..; Z2 - t 2, 
Z' 
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and тау Ье written down [6] as а superposition of positive (РО > О) or negative (РО < О) 
frequency plane waves with different rapidity (): 

00 

K iK «() ехр( -iк,v) = ~ ехр ( =f 1Г2к,) J d() ехр [i(p3 z - pOt) =f iк,()] , 
-00 

(2) 

рО = ±т1. ch(), р3 = т1. sh(). 

It is ап analytic function of variables х± = t ± z with branch points at х± = О. тhis solution 
сап ье analyticaIly continued to the whole Minkowski space from semiaxes х_ < О, х+ > О to 
semiaxes х_ > О, х+ < О ; for рО > О the continuation is performed through the lower and for 
рО < О through the upper half-planes of complex х±. According to the lower or upper ways of 
continuation we get the positive- or the negative-frequency solutions фr) or ф~-) coinciding 
in Rindler sector R and differing in other sectors: 

R: ф~±) = K iK «() exp(-i(.c)t') , (.с) = ак" 

Р: 

Р: 

L: 

ф~±) = ехр (=f 1Г2к,) KiK(±ir) ехр( -i(.c)z'), 

ф~±) = ехр (=f 1Г2к,) KiK(=fir) ехр( -i(.c)z'), 

ф~±) = ехр(=f1Гк,)Кiк«() ехр( -i(.c)t'). 

r = т 1. J t2 - z2, 

z 
az' = arth

t' 

(3) 

So, the solutions ф~±) are characterized Ьу frequency sign and Ьу real parameter к, (the 
latter instead of plane wave momentum). 

Solutions ф(-) тау ье obtained from ф(+) Ьу complex conjugation and changing the sign 
of к,: 

Ф(-) = ф(+)* 
к. -1(.' 

(4) 

If instead of ф(±) опе considers ф(±) = еХР(±1Гк,/2)Ф(±) then these solutions ф(±) will Ье 

«similarly normalized» in whole Minkowski space Ьу values differing оnIу in sign. The solution 
ф(+) сопеsропds to positive charge located mainIy in R or L for к, greater or less than О and 
ф( -) сопеsропds to negative charge located mainIy in L or R for the same к,. 

For ф(+) we have the following сuпепt density components j± = jO ± j3: 

R: j± = =f 2к, К;,.«(), 
х'!' 

Р: 

Р: 

j± = е-7ГК [1Г =f 2к,IКiк (ir)1 2 ], 
х'!' 

j± = e- 1fК [-1Г =f 2k,IKi ,.(-ir)12], 
х'!' 

L : j± = =fе-27ГК 2к, К;КЮ, 
х'!' 

(5) 

In sectors R and L the сuпепt flows along hyperbolae with constant ( and in sectors F and Р 
both along the hyperbolae with constant r and along the rays outgoing from (in Р) and ingoing 
to (in Р) the origin of coordinates: 
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R: . _ ·hyp _ 2/1; к2 «() (З 
за - ЗА - -~t2 iK €о.(ЗХ, 

Z -

Р: З· = з· 1in + з· hур 
Q Q: а' 

fо.(З is the antisymmetric tensor, €оз = -€зо = 1. 
The linear and hyperbolic current densities are orthogonal: 

Singular behavior of current density at х± = О is evident. 
Due to current density conservation the current 

J = ~ J (j+dx_ - j_dx+) 

С 

Rind/er so/utions . .. 

(6) 

(7) 

through а contour С lying in F and having ends оп the hyperbola 7 = 71 at the points (Хн, Х-2) 
and (Х+2, х-l) is equal to the current through а broken line formed Ьу segments ofthe straight 
lines х+ = Х+2 and х_ = Х-2 crossing оп the hyperbola 7 = 72 == тJ.VX_.2X+2 (see Figure): 

(8) 

It is seen that the hyperbolic parts ofthe currents cancel еасЬ other and the linear parts are 
equal, and yield the result presented in (8). The former is evident beforehand as the contour 
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сan ье deformed to the arc of hyperbola т = ТI between the chosen points оп it, while the 
latter follows from (7) апд the relation 

(9) 

If опе ftxes the coordinates X+J, Х+2 of the hyperbola arc епдз anд the parameter Тl tends to 
zero, then the considered arc of hyperbola сап ье таде as close to the segment (X+J, Х+2) of 
х+-зxis as опе wiШез. Yet the current through this arc ofhyperbola remains constant according 
to (8), (9); the same is true for its components along Х+- апд х_-ахез. Similarly the current 
through the contour lying in sector R with епш оп hyperbola (= (1 at points (X+1'X~2) апд 
(Х+2, X~I) is equal to the сuпепt through the broken line formed Ьу segments of straight lines 

Х_ = X~2 апд Х+ = Х+2 crossing оп the hyperbola (= (2 == J-X~2X+2: 

, 
3:+1 3:_2 

1 J dx+ 2 1 J dx_ 2 - -[-2кк. (О] + - -2кк. (О = О. 
2 х+ "" 2 х_ "" 

",' 
-1 

(10) 

It is equal to zero as in R the current flows оnlу along hyperbolae anд the choosen contour сап 
ье deformed to the arc of hyperbola ( = (1. So the arcs of hyperbolae т = Тl апд ( = (1, lying 
in F anд R and having the projection (х+l, Х+2) оп х+-зxis, for TI, (1 -+ 00 press themselves to 
the projection from both sides but the current flowing through the both arcs remains constant 
and equal to (8). If the ends of contours in F апд R are placed not оп hyperbolae, but оп 
straight Нпез х_ = Х-2 > О апд х_ = X~2 < О at the points with coordinates X+J,X+2, then 
the current through these contours will ье given Ьу the second апд the first integrals in (8) 
and (10) as these contours сan ье deformed to the corresponding segments of straight lines. 
Choosing X~2 = -Х-2 (what is equivalent to (1 = Тl) it is possible to show that the total current 
crossing both segments, when they approach each other (i.e., for TI,2 -+ О, but 72/Тl = const), 
differs from zero апд oscillates with increasing frequency: 

(11) 

where f3 = arg(r2(1- iK», TI72 = mi y'x+tX+2X-l -+ О. 
So the current through the closed contour, going through the ends of the segment (х+ I , Х +2) 

оп the х+-зxiз anд lying in F anд R, due to singular behavior of current density at the х+-зxis 
depends оп the way of calculating the integrals near the singularity. Calculations of principal 
values of integra}s Ьу теаns of «hyperbolic» or «linear» approaches give respectively fшitе (8) 
or indefinite (11) values. 

Note, that the charge and the energy ofthe зtatе (2) in anу finite volume сопtaining horizon 
are infinite due to singularities of charge density jO anд energy density тоо оп the horizon . 

• Let us consider the scalar or «inner» product of two positive-frequency solutions (3) in 
Rindler sector R: 
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(12) 

Replaeing the integration variable Z Ьу the variable (, it is not diffieult to see that the integrand 
is total differential of funetion 

whieh exponentially deeays at the upper limit (for ( ...... 00) and oseillates with infinitely 
inereasing frequeney at the lower Iimit (for ( ~ О). 80, the integral J!;., whieh is equal to the 
limit ofthe function J;(,.,«() for ( ...... О does not exist in ordinary sense. Let us eonsider the 
function J!;.,«() instead ofit, i.e., the integral (12) in whieh the low limit Z = Itl is substituted 
Ьу Zl(t) = Jt2 + «(/mJY, where (is the pararneter ofhyperbola whieh interseets the straight 
line of eonstant t at the point Zl(t). For this funetion there is also another representation: 

00 

J;(,.,«() = ехр [i(1I: - 11:') arsh m~t] (11: + 11:') J d: K_i,.(x)Ki,.,(x). (14) 

( 

For the speeisl ease 11: = 11:' the funetion J!;.«() is real, positive and represents the eharge 
of the state (1), pertaining to the region z\(t) :$ Z < 00 and related to unit area of plane Z\. 

For ( ~ 00 this eharge exponentially deereases, 

JR () 1ГII: -2( 
,.,. ( ~ 2(2 е , (~ 00, (15) 

and for ( ...... О it inereases logarithmieally: 

JR «() = _1Г_ [ln ~ + Rе(ф(1- ill:» + ~ sin (/3 + 2I1:ln~) + ... ] ( ...... о. (16) 
,.,. sh1ГII: ( 211: 2' 

Here ф(х) is logarithmie derivative ofr-funetion, and /3 = 2arg(r(1- ill:». 
80, the eharge in anу finite volume beeomes arbitrarily large when this volume approaehes 

the Ьотоп Z = Itl. 
Using equations (13), (14) and asymptotie expressions for the MeDonald functions, it is 

easy to show that for 11: =f 11:' and ( ~ О 

11:11:' 
-:-:---:--:-:--~ Х 
sh(1ГII:) sh(1ГII:') 

х --sm (II: - 11: ) ln - - -- - --sm (11: + 11: ) ln - - -- , { 1 . [ , 2 /3 - /3'] 1 . [ , 2 /3 + /3']} 
11: - 11:' (2 11: + 11:' (2 

where the omitted terms go to zero for ( ...... о. 
Using the representation 

lim sin(Nx) = 1Го(х), 
N ..... oo Х 
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let us rewrite the right-hand side of (17) in the form 

(19) 

Then 

2 

liт J:I<'«) = h7l'( )8(К - К'). 
(-+0 S 71'К 

(20) 

The scalar product of the same two solutions (3) in sector F 

(21) 

is considered as а limit for 7 -+ О of function J[I<,(7), which differs from the integral (21) 
in that the limits ofintegration Z = =ft are substituted Ьу limits Zl,2(t) = =fJt2 - (7/m.lY' 
where 7 is the parameter of limiting hyperbola which intersects the straight line of constant t 
at the points Zl,2' It сап Ье shown that 

J F ()_ 2eXP[-(7I'/2)(к+к')] . [( ') hm.Lt ] 
,7 -- sm К-К arc -- х 

1<1< К-К' 7 

х 7 [K __ il«-i7)ЩI<,(i7) + К~il«-i7)Кil<,(i7)] = (22) 

2ехр [-(7I'/2)(к + К')] . [ , m.Lt] 
= sm (K-K)arch-- х 

К- К' 7 

Х (~- ,(.' - .") 1: k_,.(-iх)К,., (iX») . (23) 

For К = к' the function 

(24) 

It gives the charge in region F between planes z = Zl and z = Z2 per unit area of оnе of the 
planes. As seen from (24) this charge is positive, increases logarithmica1ly in time and also as 
the limits of integration approach the horizons. 

For К т к' and 7 -+ О it follows from (22) and (18) 

liт J[I<,(7) = 271'2e -7Г1<8(к - К'). 
т-+О 

(25) 

Equations(22)-(25) also hold for sector Р, if оnе subjects them to complex conjugation and 
notes that arch х is аn еуеn function [7]. 

Finally, scalar products of two positive-frequency solutions (3) in sectors L and R are 
related Ьу the expression 

J~I<' «() = - ехр (-7I'(К + К'») J::' «(). 
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Непсе in the region -00 < z ~ -Zl(t) of sector L the charge is negative, makes ир the 
ехр( - 27Г 1\,) part of the charge in symmetrical region of sector R and increases logarithmically 
for ( -+ О, i.e., as the limiting рlапе approaches the horizon: 

L 7Гехр(-27ГI\,) { 2 . 1. ( ()} 
J",,,,«() ~ - sh(7ГI\,) lп"( + Rе(ф(l - ZI\,» + 21\, s1П /3 + 21\,1п 2: . (27) 

At the same time for 1\, =f 1\,' and ( -+ О 

1· JL () 7Г 2 ехр(-27ГI\,)J:( _ ') 
1т ",,,,' ( = h и 1\, 1\,. 
с-о s 7ГI\, 

(28) 

Summing (20), (25), and (28) yields 

lim р:",,«() + J!",,(7) + J:",,«()] = 47Г2 е-1I""'б(1\, - 1\,'), 
(,Т-О 

(29) 

which тау Ье considered as the orthogonalityand normalization condition oftwo positive-fre
quency solutions in the whole space. 

For negative-frequency solutions ф(-) the integrals J",,,,, тау Ье obtained from (12)-(16), 
and (20)-(29) Ьу complex conjugation, changing the signs of 1\, and 1\,' and changing the overall 
sign, and for «sirnilarly normalized» solutions ф(±) they differ from those obtained for ф(±) Ьу 
multipliers ехр[±(7Г /2)(1\, + 1\,')]. 

All given formulae hold both for positive and negative 1\,. Changing sign of 1\, is equivalent 
to reflection z -+ -z: 

(30) 

In other words, the sign of 1\, is not connected with the sign of total charge, but is connected 
with its spatial distribution. 

Note the important relation 

Ф(-) = ф(+)* 
к -к. , (31) 

which is satisfied also Ьу functions ф~±). 
Two solutions ф~+) and ф~-;) with different frequency signs are orthogonal in Minkowski 

space, moreover, theyare orthogonal in R + L, F and Р separately. 
The energy density of the state ф(+) in sector R is 

(32) 

where К = K i",«(), ( = т.l.. JZ2 - t 2, and in sector F it is 

Т. = -11"'" {mi (t2 + Z2) IK'12 + 1\,2(Z2 + t2) IKI2 + 2 IKI2 _ 27Гl\,zt } 
00 е t2 _ Z2 (t2 _ Z2)2 т.l.. (t2 _ Z2)2 ' (33) 

where К = K i",(i7), 7 = т.l.. Jt2 - z2. Comparision with charge density jO shows that Тоо 
diverges for Z -+ ±t stronger then jO both in R and in F. 

The infinite charge and infinite energy in finite volume containing the horizon testify 
to nonequivalence of the set of Rindler solutions to usual complete sets of wave equation 
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solutions [8]. Тhat the horizons act as sources of particle and antiparticle pairs is confirrned 
шо Ьу changing of charge density sign at crossing horizon. Finally, the positive-frequency 
solution ф(+) possesses in sectors L and R the charges Qr) and Qk") of opposite signs and the 
total positive charge Q(+). These charges are connected Ьу the relation 

Qr) = _e-21Г/tQk") = _~(e21ГK - l)-lQ(+), Q(+) > о. (34) 

Sirnilar connection between the charges in sectors L, R and total charge for negative-frequency 
state фН is 

Q(-) _ -21Г/tQН _ 1 (21ГК l)-lQН - -е - -- е -
R L 2 ' 

(35) 

Anу ratio of the charges of opposite signs maу ье taken in Minkowski space as а measure of 
intensity of pair production in this space. 

The general feature of the states ф(±) and their arbitrary superposition (36) is that their 
total charge is equally divided between the sectors R + L and F (or Р). 

The fact that the state ф~+)(ф~-», being а superposition of positive (negative)-frequency 
plane waves, not everywhere posseses the positive (negative) charge density, is another 
manifestation of nonequivalence of ф~±) -system to plane wave system. 

As the functions ф(±) differ in each of the sectors R and L оnlу Ьу constant factor, it is 
always possible to fmd such superpositions: 

ф~ = о:ф~+) + (Зф~-), ф~ = (Зф<:) + о:ф~-), (36) 

which а) are identically zero in L- and R-sectors correspondinglyand Ь) have оnlу positive 
and оnlу negative charges and their densities in other sectors. For this it is necessary, that 

а) (3 = _о:е- 1ГК, ", > о. (37) 

Therefore it is possible to consider the states ф~ and ф~, ", > о, as describing the positively 
and negatively charged particles, i.e., the particle and antiparticle. 

Then in representations 

ф~+) = о:ф~ - (3ф~, ф~-) = -(3ф~ + о:ф~, ", > о, (38) 

inverse to (36), the squares of the coefficients о: and (3 must ье interpreted as теan numbers 
of particles and antiparticles in the state ф~+) with total charge +1, and as теап numbers of 
antiparticles and particles in the state ф~-) with total charge -1. Relation (34) shows that in 
sector L there is оnlу half (i.e., (32/2) of all antiparticles of the state ф~+). The other half is in 
sector F or Р. Sirnilarly, half of аП particles of the state ф~-) are in sector R while the other 
ha1f is in sector F or Р. 

It is interesting to note that the positivity of charge density jO for the state ф~ in F and 
Р sectors (Izl < IФ, 

jO = t2 : Z2 [Itl - z s;:",) 1 Ji/t(7")1 2] , 

mathematically is the consequence of inequality 
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к"т ~ О, (40) 

for Bessel function Jiк.(r), which was not found in mathematicalliterature. 
The charge density for the state ф~+) in the same sectors 

jO = _7Г_ [Itl _ z 2к, IКiк.(ir)12] 
t 2 - z2 7г 

(41) 

has both signs. 
According to unconvincing arguments in Ref. [3], the vапishing of фR in L теаns that 

for Rindler observer (uniformly accelerated in sector R of Minkowski space, i.e., at rest in 
Rindler system) the {32 turns out to ье the measure ofpair production intensity, and looks Шее 
а thermal Bose spectrum with temperature аj27Г and frequency U) = ак,. 

In our opinion, if the exotic state ф~+) is created, then two observers, опе at rest in 
Minkowski system and the other in Rindler's опе, сап measure апd receive information about 
the charges Q~+k and Q~+~ in sectors R and Р. The ditference ofthese charges divided Ьу Q~+~ 
for each of the observers is given Ьу the expression 

Q(+) - Q(+) 1 
к.R к.Р _ 

Q(+) - -Се2:-"11'-к.-_-l . 
к.Р 

(42) 

The same formula holds also for the charges in R and Р sectors of the complex conjugated state 
ф~+)* = Ф<':2, as they ditfer from considered ones оnlу Ьу the sign. Therefore both observers 
deal with the same field state in Minkowski space, creation ofwhich needs sources ofunlimited 
intensity. 

According to Ref. [9], for the quantization of free field in Rindler space it is necessary 
to satisfy the boundary condition оп the Rindler manifold Ьоипдасу z' = О with arbitrary t', 
which corresponds to the point z = t = О in Minkowski space. So, these authors conclude 
that the quantization of free fields is quite ditferent in Rindler апd Minkowski spaces апd their 
analysis сап give по ground for апу conclusions about the behavior of uniformly accelerated 
detector. 

This work was supported in part Ьу Russiап Foundation for Basic Research (grants 
М96-02-17314а and 96-15-96463). 
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